
Less than container 
load (LCL) 
Full service for your part loads

Sea Logistics



Efficiency and flexibility 
If you plan shipments that do not fill 
an entire container, less than container load 
(LCL) is the more economical option. 
Regardless of your company’s size, less 
than container load (LCL) lets you ship 
affordably and make your business more 
efficient.

From your door to the final destination, we 
take care of your cargo, optimise logistics 
processes and offer full visibility. All you 
have to do is concentrate on driving 
success.

Fast transit time
Less than container load (LCL) shipments 
are always routed with the fastest available 
option. This may be through direct transport 
with the shortest transit time or, when not 
possible, a route with only one stop.

Kuehne+Nagel's less than container load (LCL) 
shipping solution is an essential part of a smart 
supply chain, giving you the highest flexibility—
no matter the cargo volume.

Quote, book and track
your shipments 
on the myKN platform!
→ mykn.kuehne-nagel.com

Less than container load (LCL)

Sustainability
Since January 2020, all of Kuehne+Nagel’s 
part load shipments are automatically 
carbon neutral—with no extra cost to you.

Through our sustainability goals, we help 
you achieve a smaller carbon footprint so 
your supply chain is more environmentally 
friendly.

Reliability 
With weekly departures in an extensive 
routing network, part load services are a 
flexible and reliable option. We offer 450+ 
direct sailing services connecting all global 
key markets.

The ultimate goal is to offer you the best 
container shipping solutions. Where no 
direct service is available, our multinational 
gateway setup of 24,000+ connections 
lets us bundle flows and increase sailing 
frequencies. 



Get in touch!

For quotes and further information 
about our less than container load 
(LCL) services, please get in touch:  

→ www.kuehne-nagel.com 
 
Your global less than container 
load (LCL) manager: 
Thomas Boenert

Profit from fast time-to-market

Reduce inventory costs

No extra costs for unused 
container space

Automatically ship CO2 neutral

Reliability through less than 
container load (LCL) space  
priorisation

Quote, book and track your 
shipments via our digital
platform myKN
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About us
 

Kuehne+Nagel is the global number one in sea logistics. 
Over 10,000 sea logistics experts worldwide ensure 
Kuehne+Nagel customers can access reliable sea 
transport on all major trading routes and 150,000 port 
connections. Its focus is on shipping full container loads 
(FCL) and less than container loads (LCL), perishable 
and fresh cargo shipments as well as project logistics.  
We offer a flexible and reliable service and a multitude 
of connections in an independent network spanning 
multiple shipping companies. Innovative digital 
information solutions such as seaexplorer ensure 
full visibility and customised supply chains, whatever 
the size of the company. 

Learn more about our services at → kuehne-nagel.com


